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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, THOMAS H. Foorn, a 

citizen of the United States, and a resident of 
New York, county of New York, and State of 
New York, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Gas-Cocks, of which 
the following is a speci?cation, reference be 
ing had to the accompanying drawings, form 
ing a part thereof, in which similar letters of 
reference indicate corresponding parts. 
This invention relates to improvements in 

I gas-cocks, and has for its object to supply an 
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article of this character which can be manu 
factured as cheaply as an ordinary gas-cock, 
but which will be so constructed as to enable 
an operator to partially turn off a supply of 
illuminating or other gas leading there 
through to such an extent as to produce a 
very low light Without danger of accidentally 
cutting off the supply altogether, as frequently 
occurs when endeavoring to produce a light 
of minimum proportions with the common 
gas-cock now in general use. 
A further object is to supply gas-cocks with 

adjustable means for controlling a supply of 
gas leading therethrough, whereby an oper 
“ator may arbitrarily produce a light of any 
desired size between the maximum and mini~ 
mum proportions a burner of given size is ca 
pable of producing. 
The invention is specially adapted for use 

upon gas-stoves where the burners are not in 
full view of an operator. 
The invention will be hereinafter fully de 

scribed, and speci?cally set forth in the an 
nexed claims. 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure l is 

a vertical sectional elevation of my improved 
gas-cock; Fig. 2, a sectional plan view taken 
on aline 1 1 of Fig. 1 ; Fig. 3, a sectional plan 
view taken on a line 2 2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 4, a 
similar view showing the valve turned so'as 
admit a limited supply of gas to the burner; 
Fig. 5, a vertical section showing a further 
modi?cation, and Fig. 6 is a plan view of same. 
In the practice of my invention a plug 

valve A is seated within a common spherical 
housing B, which said housing has a channel 
I) leading therethrough and enlarged threaded 

5o inlet and outlet openings b’ and b2, adapted 

to engage with pipes leading from a source 
of gas supply and to a burner or burners, re 
spectively. _Through the plug-valve A is 
formed a port or aperture a,‘ which is adapted 
to exactlyregister with thechannel b when 
the gas is turned on full.“ f In the outer surface 
of the plug-valve ‘A, I form angular notches ‘ 
or grooves a’, which lead into the port or aper 
ture a of the valve‘ A. The valve A is fur 
ther supplied with an adjustable screw or stop 
0, which engages with shoulders d and e of 
the housing B, as illustrated in Figs. 1, 3, and 
4: of the drawings“. In said figures the screw 
stop 0 engages with an interiorly-threaded 
aperture 0’, which passes only part way 
through the valve A; but in the construction 
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 the said screw-stop 0 
passes at an'angle all the way through the 
valve A and engages with shoulders at and 6, 
formed at the two ends of a segmental recess 
f, cut into the inner surface of the valve~seat. 
The shoulder 01 is so arranged as to limit the 
rotary motion of the valve A, so as to bring 
its port a at right angles to the channel 17, 
whereby the gas is entirely out off; but the 
shoulder c is arranged on an angle, so as to 
stop the motion of the valve A while the port 
a thereof is at an oblique angle to the chan 
nel b, whereby admission of gas to said port 
is effected through the medium of the grooves 
or notches a’, leading into said port, as illus* 
trated in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. 
To regulate the supply of gas when a dim 

light is being burned, the screw-stop a must - 
be forced inwardly to decrease the How of gas 
through the port a, and outwardly to increase 
said ?ow. This applies to the construction 
illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4. In the con 
struction illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6 the in 
ward movement of the screw 0 increases the 
flow. 

In the construction illustrated the screw 
stop 0 is threaded through the housing B and 
engages with the interior wall of the port a. 
In this form of gas-cock I do away with the 
shoulders d and e of the housing B, and the 
port a and channel (9 passes through the de 
vice at one side of the center thereof. 
In the operation of my device the screw-stop 

c is set to strike the shoulder e at any desired 
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point upon the surface of said shoulder, and 
the gas is turned on by turning the valve A un 
til the port a registers with the channel b,pre~ 
cisely as would be the case were an ordinary 
gas-cock used, and when it is desired to turn 
off the gas said valve is turned back until the 
screw 0 again comes in contact with the shoul 
der d; but if a dim or small light is required 
the valve A is turned in an opposite direction 
until the head of the screw 0 comes in con 
tact with the shoulder e. The gas will then 
continue to flow to the burners, but in a dimin 
ished quantity, owing to the contracted form 
of the notches a’, through which it must pass. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is—— 

1_. A gas-cock comprising a housing having 
a channel therethrough,a plug-valve provided 
with a port seated therein, a groove in the 
housing of varying depth adjacent the valve, 

and an adjustable pin in the valve projecting 
into and adapted to move in said groove and 
vary the motion of the plug in accordance 
with its adjusted position. 

2. A gas-cock comprising a housing with a 
channel therethrough, a valve in the housing 
having a port and notches leading thereto, a 
groove in the housing of varying depth, and 
an adjustable pin in the valve projecting into 
the groove and adapted to move therein and 
vary the motion of the plug in accordance 
with its adjusted position. ' 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 

my invention I have signed my name, in pres 
ence of two witnesses, this 22d day of June, 
1895. 

THOMAS H. FOOTE. 

‘Vitnesses: 
M. G. MCLAIN, 
G. GENTLE. 
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